We plan to make the full fifty chapters on all
the tools on our poster, one by one.
Each with some history, nice facts and lots
of DIY ideas for home and schools.
We’ll do it all together with the
international maker-community. (You!)
We’ll make all chapters available for free
through our website. (CC: BY-NC-ND 4.0)
Do you like our project and want to keep track
.
of it? Or do you want to join in?
Please follow our progress and get in touch:
www.lekkersamenklooien.nl.
You’ll also find a free download of the 50 tools
poster there.
Or find me on Twitter: @astridpoot.
<3 love, Astrid

Available soon:

4. spirit level

The Big Fat Book is a project by Astrid Poot.

And that’s chapter 3!
It was researched by supermaker
John Lynch, a.k.a @Mittensbrother
on Twitter. Please support him in his work!

the Big Fat Book
by Max
& Ro

3.

Is concrete
a rock?

Humans have been
gluing stones together with
cement for thousands of
years.

Don’t know.
It looks different.

Our cement
floors
have held st
rong
for 10.000
years!
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Over time,
people experimented with
mixing new things into quicklime cement and improved the
recipe.
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We added
sticky rice into our
cement for extra
strenght and
earthquake
protection!

We mixed ours
with volcanic ash. Not
only was it stronger, it
could get rock-hard
without drying. It even
set underwater!
We built a lot!
The Pantehon,
acquaducts, villa’s
and baths!

Let’s make our
own recipe for
super strong
rock stuff!

No need!
I created a
process for mass
production. You
can buy it at the
store!

Seashells,
bones,
GROSS!!!
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